
Siddhartha and the Swan

Summary

Siddhartha, also known as Buddha or "the buddha," sees his cousin shoot a swan. Siddhartha takes the
swan and tries to heal it; his cousin wants it because he shot it and thinks that the swan is his.

The story (version one)

The original buddha was an Indian prince. His real name, his first name, that his parents gave him when he
was born, was Siddhartha. His nickname, that he got only when he was a grownup, was "buddha."

"Buddha" is just an Indian word that means "awake," so when buddhists call Siddhartha "the buddha," this
means "the one who is awake" or "that awake guy."

Buddhist teaching says that though the buddha was the first person to wake up, others can wake up too,
and be awake just like he was. In fact he taught others how to do it, and left instructions and schools. So,
though Siddhartha was the first buddha, he was not the only one. There have been many buddhas since
him, equally awake. I am not going to explain just what is meant by "awake" or "wake up" because this is a
story about the boy, prince Siddhartha, not about buddhism.

Of course many people, especially non-buddhists, call him "Buddha," not "the buddha." That is probably
how you have heard people call him, but his real name was Siddhartha, and that was his only name for the
entire time of this story.

I said that Siddhartha was a prince. Siddhartha's father, the king, was very rich. When Siddhartha was
born, the king brought priests, holy men, and wise men to the palace grounds to tell Siddhartha's future.
Unfortunately they did not all agree. One of these fortune-tellers, a counselor, said that Siddhartha would
become a great emperor. Another, a holy man, predicted that Siddhartha would become a wandering priest
with no possessions once he left home. The last fortune-teller, a wise man, said that Siddhartha would
become a great teacher, but only after he found out about birth, old age, sickness and death. 

Siddhartha's father, a king himself, wanted his son to be a great emperor, not a priest or a teacher. So he
ordered everyone to make sure that Siddhartha would never hear or learn about birth, old age, sickness or
death. He also ordered everyone to make sure that Siddhartha never left home. This may sound terrible
but it was not; the king's palace grounds, which were Siddhartha's home, were beautiful, lush, fragrant,
and very, very large, with waterfalls and hills and pools and palaces and many places to play and have fun
and learn. Everything anyone could ever want to do, they could do there. It was really a kind of paradise.

Especially because of the king's command. Siddhartha never saw anyone born, never saw old people, or
sick people, never saw anyone die, never saw anyone unhappy. All the servants acted happy, and usually
they really were happy, since their lives were good; it was beautiful there, a good place to work, their
bosses were kind. But, if they were not happy and could not pretend to be, they were sent to work
somewhere else. Servants picked dying flowers; animals that started to get old were taken away; all so
that Siddhartha would never see anything dead or dying. Siddhartha's whole world consisted of his wealthy,
happy, beautiful family and friends, their happy servants, and the young, healthy animals that lived in the
palace grounds. Siddhartha could not study every book, because some were sad, but he did not know this.
Nobody told him about the sad books, or about sad things. He did learn to read and write, to ride a horse,
and to shoot a bow and arrow. He shot with great skill, and did other things fit for a rich prince. He got so
good at most things that his cousin Devadatta got pretty jealous. In fact Devadatta resented Siddhartha's
mastery.

Siddhartha was a compassionate person and wise for his age. He cared about animals and liked them. But
as I have told you, at first, because of the king's orders, Siddhartha did not know about suffering. Here is
how he found out, and what he did about it.



He was with Devadatta taking a walk through the palace grounds when they saw a swan. Devadatta was
skilled with bow and arrow, and he was a skilled hunter. He drew his bow, took aim, loosed his arrow, and
shot the swan. However, the swan, seeing the boys, took flight, and it is not easy to hit a bird in flight with
an arrow. Devadatta's aim was not perfect and he did not kill the swan; his arrow struck only its wing,
wounding it.

But Devadatta was happy and proud. "Good for me!" said he. "Got him with my first shot!"

The big white swan fell bleeding to the ground. Siddhartha ran over to the bird and broke the arrow in two,
then pulled out the two halves. He did it that way to keep from hurting or harming the swan more than he
had to. Then he grabbed some moss and stopped the swan's bleeding as best he could. He cradled the bird
in his arms, speaking softly to it and trying to calm it down so it would not thrash and break its wing.

"Give me my swan!" Devadatta yelled. 

"Who says it's your swan?" replied Siddhartha. This surprised Devadatta because Siddhartha was normally
very accommodating, and had never been known to challenge anyone. Why would he have to? Remember
that he lived in paradise. Also, Siddhartha was good-natured and preferred to get along and to help others
get along. He was also pretty quiet, usually, so Devadatta was surprised that Siddhartha even spoke up at
all. But he was even more surprised that Siddhartha was actually challenging him. Devadatta was a very
forceful person, not used to being challenged. After all, Devadatta was himself a member of the royal
family. Maybe he was even a prince himself - I do not know.

But he still wanted his swan. Said Devadatta, "I shot it, so it's mine. The rules of the hunt say that the
hunter gets to keep his kill."

"But it isn't dead," replied Siddhartha. "I am trying to heal it, to help it live. It has a life of its own and
belongs only to itself."

Devadatta said "You just admitted that it isn't yours. So give it back to me and I'll finish it off."

"There is no 'back,'" said Siddhartha. "You never had it. Now I have it."

Devadatta said "That's just like 'finders keepers' and we both know that 'finders keepers' is no rule at all. I
shot it, it's mine. Give it back! If you don't I'll take you to court and sue you!"

"Good idea." said Siddhartha, "We are never going to agree on this. Let's go to court and let the court
decide."

The court in those days was not quite the same as a court nowadays; it was the king's court, the king's
group of counselors, advisers, and lawyers, and others who  helped him make decisions. But in the end, it
was the king who had the power and made the final decision. And of course the king was Siddhartha's own
dad. Devadatta did not actually want to go to court because he figured Siddhartha's dad would just take his
side.

But Siddhartha's dad was a fair and wise king, and he knew that to judge his own son's case would look
very bad. He did not want to look bad; he knew how important it was for a king to keep the respect of the
people he rules. So he chose as judge a wise man who happened to show up at around that time.

Nobody quite knew just who this man was, or where exactly where he came from, but somehow people
recognized his wisdom. You could just tell. He had some way of being with people that made them think
and act better when he was around. Just how all this worked was a bit of a mystery, but it was so.

Devadatta and Siddhartha went to the royal courtyard, and went before this judge to present their case.
Siddhartha did not let go of the swan. He kept it safe in his arms. Both Devadatta and Siddhartha stated
their case in turn and then the judge had to decide. Who should get the swan? Devadatta, who had shot it,
or Siddhartha, who had claimed it and was trying to save it?



The Judge examined the swan and it looked to him like the swan was recovering from its wound. Its wing
was not broken and the bleeding had stopped. The animal was quiet, as animals are when they are
suffering, but it looked alert and also unafraid. So, the judge delivered his judgement. Since the swan was
alive, due to Siddhartha's care and skill, and also to good fortune, Siddhartha should be allowed to keep it.
If Devadatta's shot had killed the swan, Devadatta would have had the stronger claim, and could have kept
it.

The swan did recover; it got completely well. But it never got tame. Siddhartha never did try to tame it,
and once the swan was well, he freed it. He cared for animals for the rest of his life, and later in his life
when he did really become a teacher like the fortune-teller predicted, this was his first teaching - that you
should not kill animals. 

The story (version two)

In India, a long time ago, there lived a king. He had a son called Siddhartha. When Siddhartha was a baby
a wise man had told the king that he would grow to be very important. This pleased the king very much.

Siddhartha grew up to be gentle and helpful. He loved everybody and everything. He had a kind heart. He
spent a lot of time with his boy cousin, and he was very clever in his lessons. His teachers could not find
any work that he could not do!

In the palace he learnt how to use a bow and arrow and how to fight with a sword. Whenever Siddhartha's
lessons were over, he went to the palace garden and the lake. He was happy and relaxed being with the
birds and the animals. Two swans had made a home by the lake and he loved watching them.

One day, when Siddhartha was by the lake he looked up more white swans flew above him. He was
fascinated. All of a sudden, one of the swans came
down from the sky, landing by Siddhartha. Siddhartha could see an arrow in the swan's wing.

Siddhartha wanted to help the swan so that it could fly in the sky again. Siddhartha touched the swan
gently and carefully removed the arrow and placed his shirt around the swan. He could not believe that
someone could shoot a swan and hurt it: how cruel!

His cousin, came running into the palace garden saying, "Where is my swan?" He came up to Siddhartha
and shouted angrily, "You have my swan!" His cousin didn't want Siddhartha to heal the swan because it
belonged to him now that he had shot it! Siddhartha was determined not to give the swan to his cousin.
They kept arguing about the swan. Eventually, they decided to go to the King so that he could decide who
owned the swan.

The king listened to their story. Siddhartha told the king what had happened, then his cousin told the King
what he thought had happened. Who was going to get the swan? Well, the king's nephew had shot the
swan so it could be his; but Siddhartha had saved the swan so perhaps it should be his.

"I will help you decide", said a frail voice. It was the old man who had seen Siddhartha when he was a
baby. He told them that animals and people do not like pain or dying: they enjoy being alive. He advised
the king that the boy who helped the swan should keep it. The boy who had shot the swan did not deserve
anything.

The king followed the old man's advice and gave the swan to Siddhartha and the old man left the palace.
His cousin stood quietly, thinking about what the old man had said. He hadn't realised that animals needed
the same care when they were in pain. So, Siddhartha and his cousin looked after the swan.
One night, by the lake, the boys recognised the sound of flapping wings. In the sky the other swans had
come back. Siddhartha and his cousin let their swan fly up to its friends. What a fantastic sight. She flew
above them, in a circle as if saying thank you and then flew towards the mountains.

Warm-up questions



Standard questions

1. Who has read all of the story?
2. (If some admit to not having read all of it) How much of the story did you read?
3. Who can summarize the story for us? 
4. Does this story have a moral? If so, what is it? Do you agree with it?

Story questions

1. Who was the buddha?
2. What was his name?
3. How many wise men were there? Do you remember what kinds of wise men there were?
4. What did the wise men foretell about Siddhartha's life?
5. The king commanded that Siddhartha should never learn about certain things. 

What were they? 
Why did the king command this?

6. What kind of person was Siddhartha?
Was he nice? 
Was he stubborn? 

7. Who was Devadatta? What was he like? Do you think you would like to play with him, or do things
with him? Do you think somebody else might like to?

8. Why did Devadatta think the swan belonged to him?
9. What was Siddhartha's, or the buddha's, first teaching?

10. How did Siddhartha's dad, the king, educate and raise Siddhartha?

Guidelines for philosophical discussion

As in many children's stories the topic of ethics is prominent here. In particular, animal rights. How should
we treat animals? Do they have the same rights as we do? If not, why not? If so, why so? Is it OK to hunt?
To kill animals for food? To kill animals not for food, for example, for trophies, or for sport, or for practice?
What if you are starving? What if you are just hungry? What if you live in an area where you cannot live on
plant food alone, such as grasslands?

Another topic is ownership. What does it mean to "own" something? What does it mean to call something
"my own" and is this different? Discussion of terms such as "my father" and "my son," also "my country" or
even "my own country," may be fruitful. It may amuse the children to go over one of the sets of "toddlers'
property rules." They are funny, but some of these can lead to real discussion. For example "If I say it's
mine, it's mine." Is this true? What about "If somebody else (like a parent or government) says it's mine,
it's mine?" Is that true and if so, what is the difference?

A third topic is epistemology. Obviously there should be no intent to convert children to buddhism, but the
topic of "awake" may be usefully addressed. Especially if you tie it in to Plato's idea of the cave, people
living in a dream world, etc. Was Siddhartha's life like living in a dream? Could you say that he really did
only wake up once he found out, despite his dad's best efforts and commands, about death and suffering?
How, by the way, did he suddenly realize just what death was if he had never witnessed it? How did he
know to act compassionately when he had never experienced nor seen suffering? Was this just "inborn
knowledge?" Does everyone have it? Did Devadatta? 

A fourth topic, related to the third, is learning and/or education. Siddhartha's dad, the king, came up with a
pretty extreme, or at least unusual educational program. Did this make sense? Was it right? Could it
possibly work? If you are working with homeschoolers, most likely the parents have designed the children's
education. They made different choices than Siddhartha's dad. What were the choices, what are the
differences, and how does this affect the children's lives? The kids may not know what went through their
parents' minds, nor might they know all of the parents' reasons, but they can probably figure a lot of this
out. They know what the rules are, what topics they study, they probably know something about what
other children study, and can recognize the differences. In the warm-up questions, kids were asked why



Siddhartha's dad set up Siddhartha's educational program the way he did. Review the king's intended
purpose and discuss whether it's valid, OK, correct, moral, to do such a thing. Being a great emperor is a
pretty big deal. Does the end justify the means in this case?

Questions for philosophical discussion

Epistemology

1. What does "wise" mean?
2. If you can predict, or foretell the future, does that make you wise? 

What about if you predict that the sun will rise tomorrow?
What if you are right sometimes but not always?
How often do you need to be right? Over half the time?
What about if you predict a terrible flood four times but are right only once. Each time, the
people rush to prepare for a flood but the first three times there is no flood and they all waste
all their time and effort. But the fourth time the flood really happens, and hundreds of lives are
saved, along with lots of valuable property?

Education

1. Was the way that the king raised Siddhartha unusual?
2. How many children today are protected from the knowledge of birth, old age, sickness, and death?
3. Did it make sense to raise Siddhartha this way?
4. Siddhartha's dad raised Siddhartha that way so he would grow up to be an emperor, but, he didn't.

Was it therefore a wrong way to raise Siddhartha, since it did not work?
Even if it did work, would it be OK? Is it OK to raise a child to be one particular thing? For
example:

A mother.
A father.
A housewife.
A doctor.
A hunter.
(Ask the children to come up with their own examples and reasons.)

Was any harm done?
Did it do any good, even though Siddhartha did not become an emperor?
Did it make any sense? Can you really shield a child from painful realities, from knowledge of
bad things?

5. Who decides how and what you are going to learn?
6. Are there differences between how you learn, and how other children do?

Can you tell things do you learn, that other children your age do not?
Can you tell things that other children your age that you do not?
Are there rules for you in your learning? Are they different from any other rules you have heard
of?
Can you tell any other differences between your education and that of other children?

7. Where and how do you do your learning? 
Do you do it in only one place, or only with certain specific people?
Do you learn things all on your own, with no one giving you books or lessons?

8. Siddhartha's dad made sure that Siddhartha did not learn about certain things (though Siddhartha
ended up learning them anyway). What about people who make other people learn certain things?

Have you ever learned something just because you wanted to learn it? 
Has anyone ever made you learn something, or wanted you to learn something?
How was that different?

Ethics, justice

1. In most versions of this story the "visiting wise man" acts as judge.
Does it make sense, that Siddhartha's dad does not judge a case involving his own son?



Doesn't Siddhartha's dad know both Siddhartha and Devadatta better than the visiting wise
man?
Is it a good idea to leave the judment of this case to an unknown stranger?
Could it be that Siddhartha's dad knows, or figures, that the visiting wise man thinks the same
way as he does?
If that is so why doesn't he just judge the case himself?

2. Can you be nice and stubborn too?

Animal rights, environmental ethics

1. Humans do hunt and kill animals. 
Is our only justification, that we have the power to do it?
Is hunting something we have a right to do? 
Does it make sense to speak of a right to hunt?
Some people do believe that they have the right to forage off the land. Some of them claim this
is a God-given right. Are they right?
If the government says they cannot forage, is that OK?
What if there is a rare plant that the government wants to protect?
What if it is an endangered animal species?
What if the government is a monarchy, and the king or queen says "All this game is ours - no
one else may hunt it"?

2. What is the difference between a wild animal and a pet? 
Is there a difference in their rights?
The pet owes its existence to humans; in other words, it would not be alive at all if not for
humans. Maybe even its whole species would not even exist if not for humans. 

Does this make it OK for us to kill a pet?
Do we need any reason other than "it's mine?"
What about hurting the pet? Teasing it? Kicking it? 

3. What is the difference between a wild animal and a farm animal?
Is there a difference in their rights?
The farm animal owes its existence to humans; in other words, it would not be alive at all if not
for humans. Maybe even its whole species would not even exist if not for humans. 

Does this make it OK for us to kill a farm animal?
Do we need any reason other than "it's mine?"
What about hurting the farm animal? Teasing it? Kicking it?

4. Is a swan a wild animal or a pet, or a farm animal?
5. What does it mean to tame an animal?
6. Is it right to tame an animal?
7. What if you try to tame an animal and can't, yet it cannot survive in the wild? Is it OK to kill it then?

What about if it becomes a threat to a human? What about if it becomes a threat to another animal?
8. To whom do wild animals belong? Someone? No one? Everyone?
9. If an animal belongs to me, do I have any right to kill it?

10. If an animal belongs to me, do I have any right to hurt it?
11. Should pets and wild animals be treated in the same way?
12. Are there any differences between human beings and other animals?
13. Do animals think? 

How do you know, given that they can't talk? 
Can you be sure? 

14. Do animals feel pain? 
How can we know?

15. Do animals have the right to kill and eat other animals?
Does this question even make sense? Do animals even have rights of action? 
Can animals reason? (This is not necessarily the same question as "do animals think?")
Can animals weigh moral values, and try to strike a moral balance?
Do animals even have morals?

16. (Rephrasing the question) Is it OK for animals to kill and eat other animals?
17. Cats often kill animals for their own pleasure, or to satisfy their desire or instinct to hunt. Not just for



eating. Is this OK?
If not, should we kill all cats? Or let them all die out without breeding?

18. Is a human being an animal?
19. Do human beings have the right to kill and eat other animals?
20. How is a human being not like other animals?
21. Do our differences from other animals mean we have more freedom than they do, to do what we

want, or less?
22. Consider the morality of spending thousands of dollars on chemo for an old dog versus vaccinations

for world's poor, or for an operation for a human?
23. Is farming moral?
24. Cruelty for fun

Dog fighting
Cock fighting
Bull fighting
Boxing
What about horse racing?

Ownership

1. What does it mean to "own" something? 
2. What does it mean to call something "my own?" Is this different? 
3. Think of yourself talking about "my ball," "my scissors," "my book," and "my shirt." What do these

kinds of terms mean to you?
4. Now think of the following terms. What do they mean to you?

1. "My father."
2. "My son."
3. "My country."
4. "My friend."
5. "My dentist."

5. (Have the children read the Toddler's Laws of Property; preferably out loud.) 
1. Are these rules funny?
2. Are they also true? 
3. Do you know any children, maybe younger brothers, sisters, family, or friends, that behave this

way?
4. Consider this one: "If I say it's mine, it's mine." Is this true? 
5. What about "If my mom says it's mine, it's mine?"
6. What about if somebody else says it is or isn't yours? Who could make such a statement?
7. Is it different, if you say it, your mom or dad says it, or somebody else says it?
8. Did you ever have an argument about whether something belonged to you or not?

1. How did that feel?
2. If there was a problem, what was it?
3. What ended up happening?

6. What about the rule "finders keepers, losers weepers?" Is that a good rule?
7. Animal ownership
8. Can it be moral to own an animal?
9. Who decides in cases of life or death?

For farm animals, usefulness is the standard criterion; also profit
For pet, it's typically quality of life; also expense
A human or corporate owner makes the decision as to when animal will die, and how

Not to decide is to decide (suffering animal, put it out of its misery)
Or should the government decide?
Or the church, or clergy? (discuss theocracy)
Or an animal rights organization?

Traditional Indian/buddhist story.
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